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This thesis is a ‘big-picture’ look at the course of Western philosophy and its eventual 

arrival at ideas that look remarkably similar to the revelations of Guatama Buddha 2500 years 

ago.  I look at the roots of how the West has understood itself and understood “being” through 

the centuries and at the revolutions in thought that took place in the 20th century.  I look more 

closely at 20th century thinkers to demonstrate how their thinking begins to align with the ancient 

insights of Eastern philosophy, particularly the notions of a prevailing emptiness as “ground” of 

Being and of the fallacy of the individual subject.  I also look at how some 20th century artists 

have engaged with these new ideas.  I see generally two responses to the postmodern (post-

subject) position:  that of a play of surfaces, such as in the work of Andy Warhol and the 

philosophy of Jean Baudrillard; and that of an embracing of absence, presented in the philosophy 

of Martin Heidegger and the works of such artists as John Cage, George Brecht, Pauline 

Oliveros, Bill Wegman, David Hammons and others.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Twentieth century philosophy and art had to grapple with the fragmentation and 

disintegration of the subject.  Early in the century, Modernism chipped away at the last 

foundations of long-standing Western assumptions, but left intact the notion of an individual, 

albeit often alienated, subject.  But as artists began removing themselves from the work (for 

example, in Duchamp�s readymades), this last foundation, the notion of the self, began to erode.  

As this last gasp of presence evaporates into the mist many post-modern theorists, notably Jean 

Baudrillard, sing the praises of the simulacrum�all that remains in the absence of any �reality.�  

But one can see something other than simulacra in the mist.  With the last fantasy of presence 

removed, there are those who are embracing absence, emptiness and Nothing as a foundation of 

sorts.  In this way, it seems that after 2500 years, Western civilization may be arriving at the 

insights Guatama Buddha reached in 528 B.C.  Marcel Duchamp, John Cage and Martin 

Heidegger are the most salient examples of Western thinkers and artists who have embraced 

absence, but there are many others who are joining the ranks.  There are also those who are 

content with the nihilistic play of simulacra.  Thus, in addition to the still strong prevalence of 

artists taking the modernist approach, which places individual creativity in the void created by 

the absence of God or Reason, there are two new approaches after modernism.  One is embracing 

the �ecstasy of communication� a la Jean Baudrillard, and the other is the embracing of absence 

and emptiness.1 

                                                 
1 I consider the disintegration of Modernism to be defined by the disintegration of the subject.  Therefore, 

postmodernism in my paper often refers to this condition.  However, theories and art that tend to explore the play of 
surfaces, such as those of Baudrillard and Warhol are often called postmodern, the term used as a designation of 
style.  In this sense I would not call John Cage a postmodernist.  I have attempted to make the two definitions clear 
by context in my paper. 
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My paper begins with a survey of Western philosophy and how it established and 

maintained presence as its foundation.  Section II shows how this presence disintegrated, 

beginning in 19th century philosophy and culminating in 20th century art.  Section III discusses 

Eastern philosophy and those Western thinkers whose philosophies have strong similarities with 

Eastern philosophy�primarily Heidegger, Lacan, and Baudrillard.  Section IV concludes with a 

look at those contemporary artists who are grappling with �Nothing.�  How is it possible to 

present Nothing? 
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I.  Western Roots: the Birth and Maturation of Presence 

It is now a truism to state that the roots of Western self-understanding are in the works of 

the ancient Greeks.  Almost every era in Western history has begun its thinking with the works 

of Plato (our God of metaphysics) and Aristotle (our God of empiricism).   

Plato believed in two essential features of knowledge.  First, real knowledge is certain 

and infallible.  Second, knowledge must have as its object that which is genuinely real, i.e. fixed, 

permanent and unchanging, and not that which is an appearance only.  The real (being) is an 

ideal realm, whereas the world around us is mere appearance (becoming).  This is outlined in The 

Republic in Plato�s well-known story of the cave.  Humans watch the shadows on the cave walls 

and believe them to be reality.  But the ideal Forms are outside of the cave and can only be 

understood by reason.  True reality rests in the perfect Forms, which cast their shadows in order 

to present the world (of appearances) to us.  The clearest examples of Forms can be found in 

mathematics.  A circle is defined as an object where every point is equidistant from the center 

point.  In the world we will never find a perfect circle; the perfect circle exists only as an ideal 

Form.  The Form circularity exists, but not in the physical world of space and time.  It exists as a 

changeless object in the world of Forms or Ideas, which can only be known by reason.  These 

Forms are more real than resemblances in appearance because a circle can only be recognized as 

such by the extent to which it participates in the Form of circularity.  Thus, with Plato is seen the 

birth of Western metaphysics.  Plato�s ideas influenced St. Augustine�s thinking and thus found 

their way into the construction of early Christian theology.1  

                                                 
1 I am presenting a general survey of the history of philosophy from the ancient Greeks until the 20th 

century.  The information I present is uncontroversial and can be found in any dictionary of philosophy, thus I have 
not footnoted information or included references in my bibliography. 
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Whereas Plato grounded being in metaphysical Forms, Aristotle saw all beings as falling 

into two categories:  substance and attributes.  A being was a something�a rock, a dog, a 

thought�which had individual attributes�igneous, hungry, lofty.  Aristotle cautioned that while 

science (and perhaps philosophy) tended to study the general, it must also remember that this 

general �substance� occurs in a particular individual or instance.  Aristotle�s emphasis was on 

empirical observation combined with rational deduction.   

As stated above, Platonic thought was a cornerstone of early Christian thought.  In the 

12th century Islamic scholars such as Averroës in Spain had discovered the works of Aristotle 

and in the 13th century Aristotle�s works, along with commentaries by Averroës and others, were 

made available to Western theologians in Latin translation.  This caused a crisis in Christian 

theology, which was rooted in the metaphysic of God and revelation.   Averroëist assertions that 

philosophy was independent of revelation and Aristotle�s cogent and persuasive arguments on 

empiricism threatened the foundation of Christianity�s belief system.  The school of 

Scholasticism developed in an attempt to reconcile Christian theology with the wisdom of the 

ancient Greeks, particularly Aristotle.  Saint Thomas Acquinas emerged as the most eloquent and 

articulate voice of this philosophy.  Acquinas asserted that the truths of revelation and those of 

sense experience were compatible and complementary.  Acquinas and other Scholastics adopted 

the vocabulary and logic of Aristotle while adapting it to continue to prove the truth of Christian 

revelation.  Thus Western metaphysics was united with Aristotle�s empiricism.   

Therefore, to give a simplified overview of Western thought from 347 B.C. to roughly 

1600 A.D.:  Western self-understanding was founded in metaphysics (Plato�s Forms) and in 

substance (Aristotle�s empirical understanding of being); it eventually deeply embraced the 

metaphysics of God in Christianity (while maintaining Aristotle�s substance) which then 
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dominated for centuries.  This was the �presence� and �substance� that Heidegger would later 

question in the 20th century.  

After centuries of laboring under an often oppressive Christian dogmatism, philosophers 

of the 18th century, bolstered by recent discoveries in science, began to rethink what they saw as 

shackles binding them to a metaphysics.  On the heels of significant discoveries by Sir Isaac 

Newton, 18th century thinkers in Europe and America began to turn away from religion and 

establish human Reason in its place as the foundation of a Western metaphysics.  This was the 

birth of the Age of Enlightenment.  

An important precursor to this age was René Descartes (1596-1650).  Descartes was a 

philosopher and, significantly, a mathematician.  He believed that truths should be verifiable.  

Just as a mathematician demonstrates truths through proofs, the philosopher should base his 

conception of truth on that which can be demonstratively proven.  Descartes therefore 

determined to hold nothing true that he could not prove to be true with certainty.  He eventually 

arrived at his famous cogito ergo sum��I think, therefore I am;� a clear consciousness of his 

thinking proved his own existence.  This is a significant moment in Western philosophy.  No 

longer were ideal Forms or God at the root of existence.  Now the human subject took center 

stage.  Descartes also further established another classic Western paradigm�the mind/body 

split.  Within his philosophy there are two classes of substances that make up the whole of 

reality�thinking substances (mind) and extended substances (bodies). 

This new philosophical foundation in the thinking subject combined with the stunning 

revelations in science (gravity as a property, calculus), which seemed to be unlocking the laws of 

the universe.  A heady faith in the ability of human reason to discover truth and improve the 

condition of humanity emerged.  In the Age of Enlightenment all values and received ideas were 

to be questioned and reexamined.  There was a sense of liberation from the dogged prescripts of 
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the Church�a coming out into the light from the dank and musty absolutes of Christian doctrine.  

The German philosopher Immanuel Kant exclaimed the motto of the age to be �dare to know.� 

Empiricism again took center stage with the notion that truths are learned through the 

observation of nature rather than through the study of authoritative sources, such as Aristotle and 

the Bible.  Enlightenment politics gave rise to the Declaration of Independence and founded a 

country on the promise of freedom.  Jean Jacques Rousseau elevated sentiment and emotion to 

the level of Reason and was a primary inspiration for the Romantic era that followed.  It was an 

inspired time with beliefs that human aspirations would be centered on this life, not the hereafter; 

that improvements in conditions could be attained, including worldly happiness, through reason; 

and that there would be unending progress.  Although the Age of Enlightenment is said to have 

ended with the beginning of the French Revolution, its ideas of faith in progress, science and the 

human intellect continued, though not as giddily and optimistically, until World War One. 

Following the scientific breakthroughs of the Enlightenment, rapid industrialization 

ensued.  Europe and America moved from agrarian economies to mechanized, efficient 

juggernauts of production.  Science and �progress� were moving forward unabated, but some 

began to doubt that the great benefits to humanity foreseen by Enlightenment thinkers would 

come to pass.  Karl Marx was the significant 19th century philosopher who recognized that 

industrialization and its concentration of capital was not a boon to all.  Marx�s idealist 

philosophy proclaimed that our material society would eventually reach such a crisis that the 

workers would recognize their alienation from the fruits of their labor and rise up.  This idea of 

dialectical materialism (that the subject constructs the material world and is also constructed by 

it) was the first blow, though not initially recognized, to the heretofore impenetrable whole of the 

human subject.  We, as beings, are constructed by (albeit as we construct) our material world.  

Another very significant contribution of Marx was his understanding of how the capitalist system 
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abolishes differences by reducing everything to exchange value.  This had a special influence on 

Jean Baudrillard, as we will see later.  

The other important thinker of this century was Friedrich Nietzsche.  He saw the demise 

of the Church and proclaimed �God is dead.�  With the death of God, Nietzsche called for the 

rise of the Übermensch, the superhuman who, through his own radical and bold subjectivity, 

could face down the non-existence of God and create a world of his own making.  Existentialists 

in the 20th century built upon this idea of the lone individual fated to create his own world.2 

By the early part of the 20th century faith and optimism in human reason was rapidly 

eroding.  It had been over a century since the grand ideals of the Enlightenment and it seemed 

clear that humanity was not headed toward a land of social justice, freedom and inspiration.  On 

the contrary, it seemed as if Reason and science were simply developing more efficient means of 

cruelty and injustice.  World War I was seen as the most horrific example of this scientific 

progress.  In the War�s wake emerged the most radical paradigm shifts in art that the art world 

had ever seen. 

With the collapse of both religion and Reason as grounding centers for Western being, 

artists, perhaps in Nietzschean fashion, turned to their individual creativity.  No longer wanting 

to be tied to the traditions of the past, they grabbed onto a faith in a radical subjectivity and the 

power of individual creation.  Although individual creativity had burst forth in the Romantic 

period, it was extending and elaborating on the tradition.  20th century artists wanted to sever 

these ties.  Ezra Pound�s famous exhortation, �Make it new,� characterized the new period.   

                                                 
2 Continuing Nietzsche�s locus of attention on the individual, existentialist thinkers like Sartre, Kafka, 

Dostoyevsky and others portrayed an alienated subject often incapable of acting against larger societal forces.  But 
whether stifled or able to break free, individual liberty and expression were paramount.  Existentialist philosophy is 
often laden with exhortatory language encouraging the individual to break free from conformist chains (Nietzsche�s 
�herd�) to live one�s �true� life. 
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Section II 

The First Artists of Nothing 

Although faith in human reason, as it related to science particularly, was declining, the 

shift to the individual seen in the Enlightenment and then carried through the Romantic period of 

the 19th century did not diminish.  Early 20th century artists would rebel against the Reason of 

science and politics but continue to embrace the human capacity for creativity, often privileging 

the irrational and intuitive.  Inspired by the myths and art of other cultures, as well as the 

psychological themes of Sigmund Freud and Nietzsche�s Dionysian call, they set out to create 

their own world.  A period of unprecedented innovation and originality burst forth in art.  

Picasso, inspired by the bold steps Cezanne took in moving further from direct representation in 

painting, created Les Demoiselles d�Avignon in 1907, the first painting in a style that would 

become known as Cubism.   By 1912 artists were already beginning to incorporate found objects 

into their paintings, and Kandinsky began creating paintings that were entirely abstract, breaking 

away from the idea of representation altogether.  Each of these events was a major break from 

the tradition of painting and they all happened in a span of 10 years.  It becomes radically clear 

that individuals, now �free� from a tradition or an authority�were putting all their chips in the 

�individual creativity� basket.  With the weight of the universe now on the individual subject, the 

individual had to establish an identity by making his mark through originality.  Originality 

became paramount as the artist attempted to fill the void with subjectivity. The result was a mad 

pursuit of originality that rapidly tore through art and arrived at a point were many believed 

Western Art had extinguished itself.  
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But what led up to the implosion?  What were the techniques used?  Modernists 

experimented with placing new �myths� in the voids left by God and Reason.  As the West 

became more exposed to the cultures of Africa and Asia,1 artists began to incorporate the myths 

and symbols of these cultures into their works.  D.H. Lawrence was inspired by the gods and 

goddesses of Africa, incorporating sun and snake symbols, and paganistic paeans to the body, in 

his works.2  Picasso and other artists, took direct inspiration from the so-called �primitive� 

masterpieces of Africa.  Debussy and Mahler early on and then Stravinsky and others also were 

influenced by non-Western music as will be discussed later.  

Another metaphor that artists took up was that of the machine.  As a direct outgrowth of 

the Age of Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution, the machine became a central element 

in European life.  The Futurists of Italy, namely Umberto Boccioni and Luigi Russolo, believed 

optimistically in the machine, seeing it as the guiding light of the future.  The Futurist movement 

encouraged destruction, believing in the destruction of museums and culture generally so that 

humanity could simply start over on a better course.  Russolo, the Futurist composer, lauded the 

virtues of noise�the beautiful sounds created by our machine society.3  This step away from 

music as notes and pitches and toward an acceptance of new sounds as music was an important 

one.  It was a first step in recognizing sound-in-itself as �music.�  

Modern architecture also became infatuated with the ideal of the machine.  The 

International Style in architecture represented by the works of Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, 

                                                 
1 The 1889 Exposition for the opening of the Eiffel Tower brought music and art from Africa and Asia to 

Paris, influencing Debussy and others.  This was the beginning of many �exotic� shows that would come to Europe 
and influence European artists of the early 20th century. 

2 For more on Lawrence�s influences, see Gerald Doherty, Oriental Lawrence : the quest for the secrets of 
sex (New York : P. Lang, 2001). James Joyce was another classic modernist preoccupied with myth. 

3 For more see Luigi Russolo, �The Art of Noise,� in Classic Essays on Twentieth-Century Music, ed. 
Richard Kostelanetz and Joseph Darby (1996), pp. 35-41. 
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Walter Gropius and others, believed buildings should be machines that people live and work in.  

They should be as functional, reliable and utilitarian as machines and equally frill-free.  The 

large rectangular glass skyscrapers and block housing projects of our inner cities are the best 

examples of the �building as a machine� International Style. 

But exotic myths or machines were clearly not centers that would hold for long.  They 

were fashionable for a time and may have briefly served to replace God or Science for some 

artists.  The predominant filling of the void was still with the notion of the creative individual. 

Dada (1916-1924) is generally understood as a reaction to the insanity of WWI.  It 

furthered the break with the art tradition, but in an even more radical way.  In a further push 

toward abandoning the illusion of the power of Reason, Dada reveled in the absurd, irrational 

and shocking.   It was as if the Goliath of the rational�in this case the rational strategies of 

poison gas, machine guns, tanks and bombing airplanes�was so encroaching that the most 

ferocious counterattack of the absurd was necessary.  Kurt Schwitters (1888-1948), a Dadaist 

from Hanover, Germany created Merz (rubbish) works, assemblies of trash, pictures, concrete 

poems from new alphabets, and performances.  His famous saying was, �Everything the artist 

spits is art.�4  Here we see, in its most refined form, the notion of the radical subjectivity of the 

artist.  The artist is the Nietzschean Superman:  all that springs forth from him (the center) is art, 

which is more prized than Reason�s destructive works.  And so, as radical as Schwitters may 

seem, he is still rooted in a modernist notion of finding the center in the individual.  Marcel 

Duchamp, the most famous Dadaist, is another matter.  I believe it is with Duchamp that the 

post-modern disintegration of the subject begins in art. (The disintegration in philosophy began 

                                                 
4 For more on Kurt Schwitters see Gwendolen Webster, Kurt Merz Schwitters : a biographical study 

(Cardiff : University of Wales Press, 1997). 
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earlier with Marx, and Freud was continuing it in the 20th c.)  Duchamp�s readymades (the first 

being Bicycle in 1913, the most famous being Fountain in 1917) were, like much of Dada art, an 

attempt to break from the notion of aesthetics in art.  But unlike the idea of Schwitters�that it is 

because the artist chose these pieces that they are art�Duchamp was actually calling into 

question the notion of the artist.  Duchamp was fascinated with the idea of identity.  He routinely 

signed his works, even readymades, but generally with a witty or absurd pseudonym.  In 1920 he 

took on the identity of Rrose Selavy.5  At first he wanted to take on a Jewish name, but then 

decided that it would be even farther away from his current identity to take on that of a woman.  

Then there is his decision to discontinue making art (the legendary �giving up art to play chess�).  

Duchamp was definitely not privileging himself as the artist who could create or choose works of 

art.  He was questioning the entire notion of identity, and the individual as the site of creative 

production. 

Dada is seen as the grandparent of conceptual art, installation art and happenings.  Some 

artists grew out of Dada�s attack on the establishment and have created art that attempts to 

subvert art�s legitimation system, founded on art critics, galleries, and of course, buying and 

selling.  Others continued in the modernist tradition of striving for originality.  But another strain 

of artists, influenced by Duchamp, has realized that you can move the locus of authority away 

from the artist.  Perhaps one does not have to fill the void at all, but embrace it. 

Before I come to John Cage, however, I need to describe how music and composition fit 

into these various aesthetic movements.  Although the 19th c. was described earlier as the Age of 

Industrialization, it was also the Romantic period in art, literature and music.  Inspired by the 

                                                 
5 Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors:  Five Masters of the Avant-garde.  (New York: Viking 

Penguin Inc., 1975), 47. 
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works of Jean Jacques Rousseau, artists created music and art that was the expression of their 

inner workings, be it joyful or tumultuous.  This intense subjectivity paved the way for 

modernism, which found its expression in various movements in music including Expressionism 

(Berg�s Wozzeck), Primitivism (Stravinsky, Bartok, Prokofiev), Exoticism (Debussy�in late 

Romanticism) and Nationalism (Bartok, Janacek) in music.  Schoenberg made a significant break 

in the tradition of music, the fatefulness of which can probably only be compared to Duchamp�s 

readymades.  By breaking with the established language structure of music, Schoenberg set in 

motion music�s eventual disintegration (and this is not meant derogatorily) into sound,6 just as 

Duchamp�s readymades led art into simply seeing (everything) or experiencing (everything).  As 

I will argue later, it is a disintegration into Being.  As mentioned earlier, Futurism, because of its 

emphasis on noise, also heralded this disintegration.  Erik Satie, who worked with the Dadaists, 

brought their ideas into his compositions, writing absurd comments in his score, undermining its 

aura of authority.  His prescient work of 1893, Vexations, a slow meditative melody only several 

bars long, was to be repeated 840 times, an act which would take over 16 hours.   Satie, ahead of 

his time and a great innovator, was also a forerunner of minimalism in music.  He was very 

influenced by non-Western musics that tended to negate presence by their static and non-

narrative structure.  

Graphic notation, first used by Earle Brown in the 1952 Folio, introduced improvisation 

into Western classical music and began to undermine the authority of the composer and the score 

as embodiment of �genius.�  Now much of the composition was in the hands of the performer.  

The score became less of a Platonic Ideal that could never be captured in the world of mere 

                                                 
6 The idea being that narrative�the �code� of language or harmony�is opposed to being (sound-as-such).  

Once harmony/code/signification begins to disintegrate, being begins to emerge. 
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performance (appearance).  Such compositions began to assert that there was no ideal Form, only 

the form of the moment.  The exploration of timbres, which began with Schoenberg�s �Farben� 

in Fünf Stücke, Op. 16 and continued through Webern to the sound mass compositions of 

Xenakis, Ligeti, and Penderecki, the homemade instruments of Harry Partch and electro-acoustic 

music, further moved music away from a codified language to sound-in-itself. 

But what set John Cage apart from the other artists and composers (with the exception of 

Duchamp) was his recognition of the death of the subject.  This recognition was, if not due to, 

then at least hastened by, his discovery of Zen Buddhism in 1946.  Although Cage is often 

considered by many to be a post-modernist, his philosophy could not be farther removed from 

that of Baudrillard or the poster boy of post-modernism�Andy Warhol.  Whereas Baudrillard 

finds in the loss of the subject-as-center a world of simulacra�where the simulation becomes the 

reality, Cage realized that the loss of the subject does not have to lead to a world of surfaces, but 

instead to a freedom in absence.  Cage was able to acknowledge the lack of center and present in 

its absence�Nothing.  But this was not a nothing that simply served to define something, the 

darker half of the classic Western dualism; it was a Nothing quite unlike what had been seen in 

the West before. 

In 1915, 8 years after Picasso�s first cubist painting, and 3 years before Kandinsky�s 

completely abstract painting, the Russian artist Kasimir Malevich (1878-1935) painted a white 

square on a white background.  This would seem to be an early representation of nothingness and 

indeed Malevich wrote that here, �infinity lies before you.�7  And with this Malevich deserves to 

be recognized as a forerunner of conceptual art and a presenter of absence.  But it was John 

                                                 
7 For more on Kazimir Malevich see John Golding, Paths to the absolute : Mondrian, Malevich, 

Kandinsky, Pollock, Newman, Rothko, and Still (New Jersey : Princeton University Press, 2000). 
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Cage, 37 years later, that seemed to really open the first curtain on Nothingness for the West 

with his 4�33�.   Inspired by the teachings of the Zen Buddhist master, D.T. Suzuki, Cage 

attempted to remove himself from his compositions through chance operations.  His lectures 

were studies in the paradox of something/nothing, a paradox central to Buddhist philosophy as 

discussed in the following section. But what I believe stands out most thoroughly and 

convincingly in Cage�s exclamation of Nothing is the utter joy and optimism with which he 

exclaimed it.  I find it extremely edifying to compare the giddy cheerfulness of Cage and his 

Nothingness with the forced and frenetic exhortations of Nietzsche to take hold of oneself as an 

Übermensch, or of Baudrillard�s pyschedelic, pornographic and nihilistic slip into an ecstasy of 

communication.8 

Cage�s students continued on with the joyful engagement with Nothingness.  In La Monte 

Young�s Composition 1960 #5, a butterfly is released into the hall.  Although many considered it 

a completely conceptual work, Young felt that it was music. He wondered why music should be 

defined by its volume?  Certainly the sound of a butterfly flying is beautiful, if we could only 

hear it.  George Brecht, who, with Young, was a member of Fluxus, created many conceptual 

pieces in the late 50�s and throughout the 60�s that highlighted the sounds of everyday 

occurrences.  His Drip Music pieces were probably the most famous.  His work branched out to 

explore a heightened performative element in creating sounds. Drip Music Fluxversion 1 (1959) 

involved climbing a ladder and pouring water very slowly into the bell of a French horn or tuba 

held in playing position by a second performer at the floor level.  His work dealt in sound as well 

as in ideas of legitimation and expectation in the world of music, similar to those of the Dadaists 

                                                 
8 For more on Cage as an artist exploring jouissance and disrupting signification see Tracy McMullen, 

�John Cage:  Writing Woman,� unpublished. 
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earlier.  In Word Event, Fluxversion 1 (1961) the audience is instructed to leave the theater, 

highlighting the tension of something/nothing, event/non-event, inside/outside.  The �sanctified 

event� becomes the nothing/non-event/outside of being outside the theater.  It is the presencing 

of absence.9  Cage has had a tremendous effect on post-modern art.  Happenings and conceptual 

art owe as much to him as to the earlier Dadaists.  Composers and artists continue to use 

techniques developed by him.  But there is another significant outcome of Cage�s work and I 

think he would be pleased�people don�t listen to his music.  Yes, they listen to the aesthetically 

pleasing early works, the Constructions in Metal and the Sonatas and Interludes, but 4�33� isn�t 

programmed very often.  And how could it?  That�s the beauty of Cage�s art�it is not an Ideal, a 

Form that can be hauled out and recreated.  It is about Now, and now cannot be preserved; it is 

not a substance or Ideal.  But his work was also about awareness and judging.  Cage wanted us to 

open our ears to all sounds, to listen without prejudice.  And he was extreme in his role as 

gadfly: �Whenever I�ve found that what I�m doing has become pleasing, even to one person, I 

have redoubled my efforts to find the next step.�10  Thus, he perhaps would have been pleased 

that people were not listening to his works, though he probably would wish they were making 

works of their own, or listening peacefully to the jack-hammer on the corner.  In the final section 

of this paper I will show artists whom I believe have emerged out of the Cageian tradition.   

Another, completely different response to the post-modern condition was the work of 

Andy Warhol.  Warhol perfectly depicted what Baudrillard describes as the continual play of 

surfaces, or simulacra.  According to Baudrillard, at this stage of Western culture images no 

                                                 
9 For more on Fluxus see ed. Ken Friedman, The Fluxus reader (New York : Academy Editions, 1999).    
10 Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors:  Five Masters of the Avant-garde.  (New York: Viking 

Penguin Inc., 1975), 6. 
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longer point to any reality�the depthless image becomes the real. I will discuss Warhol in 

Section IV.  First, it is necessary to return to the path of Western thinkers and to see how the 

radical subjectivity of Nietzsche became the complete loss of the subject in the play of images 

described by Baudrillard.  
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Section III 

Western Thinkers Contemplating the Disintegration of the Subject 

In the previous section, I left off with Nietzsche�s claim that God is dead and it takes a 

radical subjectivity (an Übermensch) to fill the void left by God�s departure.  In this section I�ll 

look at those thinkers who hastened the demise of the subject and those who basically claimed, 

�the subject is dead.�  Finally I�ll arrive at Buddhism, which states that �there is not, and never 

was, a subject.� 

Previously, I mentioned how the 19th century philosopher Karl Marx put forth a theory of 

the constructed nature of the subject.  This was not his primary aim, but was ancillary to his 

materialist-idealist theory of human progress.  In the early 20th century the Austrian 

psychoanalyst, Sigmund Freud, was primarily concerned with the construction of the human 

subject.  Freudian analysis brought a new twist to the call to find one�s true life.1  Now it may not 

just be society or religion that is oppressive, but internal forces within our own psyches may be 

prohibiting our individual happiness and fulfillment.   Freud divided the human psyche into three 

elements�the id, the ego and the superego.  He asserted that our human subjectivity was created 

in infancy through complicated relationships with our mother and father. Through a series of 

identifications, rejections and internalizations of the roles of our parents, our �animal� urges are 

repressed and our civilized psyches are created.2  The French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan 

reworked Freud�s ideas in his lectures in Paris,3 in part seeing them through the eyes of a 

structuralist. Therefore, before I discuss Lacan, it is necessary to look at the work of Ferdinand 

Saussure, the father of structuralism and semiotics.   

                                                 
1 As in the existentialists� call for �true life.�  See footnote 2 in Section 1. 
2 For an excellent discussion of Saussure, Freud and Lacan see Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics  

(New York:  Oxford University Press, 1983). 
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Unlike other linguists of the time who focused on etymology, Saussure was not interested 

in understanding language historically (diachronically), but rather structurally (synchronically).  

He asserted that �language is a system of signs that expresses ideas�4 and this system is arbitrary 

and closed, relating only to itself.  Language could be dissected structurally into its component 

parts:  the signifier�the sound/image of a word; the signified�the concept the signifier names; 

the sign�the unit created by the signifier and the signified together; and the referent�the actual 

thing the sign is indicating.  Saussure was not concerned with language�s relationship to the 

referent however.  Because of language�s arbitrary nature it could never have any real 

relationship with the referent.  Sign to referent is arbitrary, but so too are signifier and signified 

�unmotivated,� i.e., arbitrarily chosen.  Just as �dog� can be �perro� in another language, various 

languages also choose different concepts to represent in language.  The German word 

schadenfreude (delight in the downfall of another), for example, has no equivalent in English.  

So signifiers, signifieds and signs are all unmotivated elements.  This grounding in structure that 

has no connection to some �outside reality� became very important to the thinkers who were to 

follow.  

Jacques Lacan then took Freud�s analysis of the construction of the human psyche (based 

in the Oedipal conflict), and placed it in the linguistic realm, using Saussure�s structural analysis.  

Lacan�s theory of signification thus became synonymous with his theory of the human psyche.  

He used the classic story of Freud�s grandson to demonstrate this theory of signification, which 

was simultaneously his theory of the subject�s entrance into the symbolic.   

                                                                                                                                                             
3 Lacan�s lectures in Paris began in 1953. 
4 Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics  (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1983), 4-5.  
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Freud�s one-and-a-half year old grandson had developed a game that began with him 

throwing a toy away from himself and saying �oooo,� which Freud and the child�s mother had 

taken for the German word �fort� or gone.  Eventually the game expanded when the boy found a 

spool tied to some thread.  He would throw the toy away from himself so that it disappeared, 

exclaiming, �ooooo,�  then pulling it back to himself he would shout, �da!� (here).  While Freud 

saw this story as the boy�s attempt to reconcile himself with the absence of his mother, Lacan 

saw it as the boy�s attempt to deal with his own absence.  (Lacan�s idea was that we are born 

incomplete and with a sense of longing to be complete.  I will take up Lacan�s conception of this 

in the next section.)  Because the boy cannot have access to his Real being, he puts in its place 

signification.  Lacan described how this process works:  the first word (fort) is the unary 

signifier, which he described as nonsensical and irreducible�nonsensical, because it is first and 

has therefore established no relations in language and cannot participate in meaning; and 

irreducible, because it does not even point to the drives or being (language can never point to 

anything but itself).  The subject�s unconscious then forms around this nonsensical, irreducible 

signifer.  The unary signifier is the trace of all that is lost upon entry into the symbolic�the 

fading of the subject�s being in the face of meaning.  When the child began the game of �fort-

da,� he added the binary signifier (da)�the second term but the first completely relational one�

and therefore completed the signifying chain and �lifted� himself into the closed world of 

signification.  From then on all signifiers will only refer to other elements (signifiers, signifieds) 

in language, thus the subject had entered the world of Meaning�the world of the Other.  

Because the unary signifier is the mark of the rupture with being and represents the conflict 

between being and meaning, it is traumatic and hidden in the unconscious where it remains as 

the foundation stone.  Because of its nonsensical character it establishes a signifying system with 

no positive terms, only differences.  Lacan saw it as a zero in a mathematical denominator.  It is 
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not open to all meanings�it abolishes all meaning.  It also deprives the individual of all 

autonomy.  The individual becomes forever trapped in a system that creates him through the 

language of the Other.  Because human subjectivity is created entirely through language it is 

forever cut off from the �Real.�  As I�ll show later, Lacan�s understanding of the human dilemma 

can actually be seen as very similar to the Buddhist conception, particularly the opposition of 

signification and reality.  The key difference is that Buddhism believes language can be 

abandoned in order to reach being, or as Lacan would call it, the Real.   

Jacques Derrida took Saussure�s structuralist idea and its critique of essence and applied 

it to Western philosophy.  Like Saussure, Derrida privileges structure over essence, asserting that 

there are no positive terms, only relations.  But he also critiques the linguist, stating that Saussure 

privileged the signified over the signifier.  Derrida stresses that meaning never stops long enough 

to cohere into a signified.  Like Roland Barthes, he champions a reading of texts that recognizes 

the traces of all other signifying elements.  The signified is never made fully present because it 

always points away.  Meaning is never anything but a slippage or displacement from one term to 

another.  It is thus cultured codes such as man = assertion, potency, reason; woman = passivity, 

weakness, irrationality�that determine the dominancy of one signifying term over another.  This 

signifying plurality threatens the text and must be held in check by those who may want to keep 

the cultural codes intact.5 

I have finally come to the last two thinkers in my foray through Western philosophy�

Jean Baudrillard and Martin Heidegger.  Although Derrida is considered a descendent of 

Heidegger, Derrida�s return to the primacy of language is problematic for me.  I believe the 

                                                 
5 For more see Jacques Derrida, �Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,� in  A 

Postmodern Reader, ed. Joseph Natoli and Linda Hutcheon  ( Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 
223-242. 
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revolutionary aspects of Heidegger�s thinking are his moves away from language toward the idea 

of space, clearing and absence.  John Cage, Buddhism and Heidegger are all in one camp as a 

possible response to the post-modern condition.  But first I will tackle Jean Baudrillard.   He is 

the example of what I see as the other predominant response to post-modernity.  

Baudrillard subscribes to many of the same ideas as his fellow post-structuralists, Derrida 

and Barthes.6  For example, he recognizes a lack of center and a play of elements in society.  But 

he also has many very interesting distinctions in his thought, primarily from his Marxist 

background.  Derrida and Barthes recommend highlighting and intensifying play in reading texts 

in order to subvert the cultural codes that attempt to prescribe certain meanings.  Baudrillard 

would say that these two thinkers are understanding the text as if it were a dissimulation�that is, 

as if it were masking a hidden �presence�7 within it, be it patriarchy, imperialism or some other.  

Baudrillard makes the distinction that dissimulation is pretending not to have what you do have; 

in other words, it is based on a notion of presence. Simulation, on the other hand, is pretending to 

have something you don�t (simulating illness, for example).  This implies a central absence.   

Thus, Baudrillard does not believe we need more play to deconstruct any sense of presence.  On 

the contrary, he believes our world of surfaces, simulation and hyperreality all serve to 

desperately conceal the fact that there is no depth, presence or reality.  And instead of a play of 

differences, Baudrillard sees it as a play of sameness�all images, all actions, all events become 

interchangeable in the never-ending flow of simulacra.  This idea of sameness can be seen as an 

                                                 
6 Most of this discussion comes from Jean Baudrillard, �Simulacra and Simulations� In Selected Writings 

(Stanford:  Stanford University Press, 1988). 
7 Derrida is not presuming an absolute presence, but rather a hidden �cultural code� implicit in a text.  

Baudrillard would still see this as believing something is there, when if fact there is not.  Of course, Baudrillard is 
infamous for declaring that the �Gulf War didn�t happen.� 
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extension of Marx�s idea of exchange value.  All use-(real)-values vanish when every item is 

seen in terms of another. 

Baudrillard sees our present age of post-modernity as the Third Order of Simulacra.  The 

first was the era of reinforced concrete and stucco angels.  The 2nd was the Industrial Revolution 

and the invention of mass production, photography and cinema.  In this stage the image was 

beginning to be mass-produced, but it still had the sense of being a representation.  In the 3rd 

Order of Simulacra we have entered the era of models and codes.   The image is no longer a 

representation of something, but is rather spun out ad infinitum by the means of codes.  It is not a 

counterfeit�it becomes the reality itself.  The presiding power rests in these codes (again, this 

hearkens back to Marx�s �means of production�). In this 3rd Order we enter the realm of 

hyperreality�places which are more real than real.  Disneyland and the Lascaux simulacrum in 

Southern France (an exact replica of the real caves, which are preserved from visitation, yards 

away that the visitors experience as probably �superior� to the original) are just two examples.  

Again, this heightened simulation is all to pretend we have something that we don�t, which is 

reality.  If Disneyland is false reality, then Los Angeles must be real.  Baudrillard also gives 

examples of what he calls simulated scandals, such as Watergate.  By creating a �scandal� the 

society infuses itself with a booster of simulated reality, in this case providing a booster for the 

simulated reality that politics at bottom is fair and honest and that the scandal of Watergate was 

an aberration.  Society needs these simulated occurrences to continue to give itself the illusion of 

something real or singular, as opposed to the never-ending flowing sameness that is actually our 

experience. 

Finally, it must be noted that Baudrillard is not a philosopher in the classic mode, who 

assiduously defines his terms and arguments.  He is not interested in defining what �reality� 

before, or without, all this simulation would be.  But implicit in his argument is a rather everyday 
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concept of the real�that if we hadn�t created or escaped into this world of image and surface we 

could experience the real�that before everything became so heavily coded and reproduced, the 

real was there.  He doesn�t seem to believe that our life is by nature centerless, but that we have 

created it through our means of (image) production. He doesn�t offer a way out, however, but 

exhorts us to passively submit to this �ecstasy of communication.�  

Martin Heidegger saw Western philosophy rooted in a metaphysics that began in Ancient 

Greece with the works of Plato and continued through the Scholastics up until Nietzsche.  

Heidegger�s concern was to get back to the question of �what is being?� and he felt that to 

ground the meaning of being in any metaphysics was a mistake.  Thus he strove to overturn the 

West�s rootedness in presence (this was a major influence on Derrida).  As Heidegger continued 

with his thinking, he moved further away from essence, presence, substance, and toward 

emptiness, absence and openness. Truth was not an eternal, verifiable something, but a 

movement�a process of concealing and unconcealing, a clearing, an opening.  It could not be 

verified, but only experienced.  Thus his idea of Ereignis (lit: event/occurrence) was an idea of 

the play of phenomena�not a discreet event, but a constantly moving picture.  He protested 

against science and technology, which he also saw as a leveling force of phenomena, much like 

Marx�s exchange-value analysis of capital, and Baudrillard�s later critique of images.  Heidegger 

stated that as science and technology reduce everything to a product for human use, the reality of 

their being is lost.  Heidegger contrasted Hölderlin�s understanding of the Rhine, as presented in 

his poem, with the more contemporary understanding of the river as a resource to feed the needs 

of the West. 
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But, it will be replied, the Rhine is still a river in the landscape, is it not?  Perhaps.  But 
how?  In no other way than as an object on call for inspection by a tour group ordered 
there by the vacation industry.8 

 
Modern society dissects and utilizes, but never really comes near to the things it encounters. In 

Heidegger�s article, �The Thing,� he outlines how this approach to understanding (objectifying, 

lining up in standing reserve, i.e., leveling everything out into units of consumption) does not 

bring us closer to the knowing we really need.  �The frantic abolition of all distances brings no 

nearness; for nearness does not consist in shortness of distance.�9  And �despite all conquests of 

distance, the nearness of things remains absent.�10  In this way we avoid direct contact and 

engagement with the presence of knowledge (the presencing of Nearness).  This description 

appears very similar to Baudrillard�s understanding of a lack of depth in the continual play of 

surfaces.  But, again the difference lies in Heidegger�s belief that through the relinquishment of 

language we can achieve depth and nearness.  In his late work he began to champion art as �that 

which sets truth to work,� not language or signification.11 

Buddhism is a tradition that began before Greece�s Golden Age with the life and eventual 

enlightenment of Guatama Buddha, born prince Siddharta of India.  From his initial oral 

teachings the Sūtras were developed and then commented upon and expanded by later masters.  

Buddhism has branched into various forms, but they all provide the same basic instruction and 

usually play down their differences, which are primarily differences of style.  �Actually, we are 

not the Soto school at all.  We are just Buddhists.  We are not even Zen Buddhist.  If we 

                                                 

 

8Martin Heidegger, �The Question Concerning Technology,� In Basic Writings (New York:  Harper and 
Row, 1953), 321.  

9 Martin Heidegger, �The Thing,� in Basic Writings (New York:  Harper and Row, 1949), 165. 
10 Martin Heidegger,  �The Thing,� in Basic Writings (New York: Harper and Row, 1949), 166. 
11 Martin Heidegger, "The Origin of the Work of Art,� in Basic Writings (New York:  Harper and Row, 

1936). For more on Heidegger and Buddhism see Michael Zimmerman, �Heidegger, Buddhism, and Deep Ecology,� 
in The Cambridge Companion to Heidegger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993).  For more on 
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understand this point, we are truly Buddhists.�12  Buddha�s central teaching was the teaching of 

the Four Noble Truths:  the truth of suffering; the truth of the causes of suffering; the truth of the 

cessation of suffering; and, the truth of the path that leads to the end of suffering.  I want to take 

up each of these truths and explain it further.  I will also show how the first two Noble Truths 

relate to insights discovered by certain Western thinkers.  

The first Noble Truth is the truth of life as suffering.13  The Buddha recognized that 

because everyone will probably face old age, sickness, and misfortune and, inevitably, death, 

there was no way to escape suffering.  Because we are faced with impermanence and change, 

because happiness does not last, because sickness or misfortune could happen at any time, we 

live under the constant gauntlet of suffering.  We also suffer because we do not understand that 

existence is groundless�we sense an emptiness that we desperately feel the necessity to fill.   

This emptiness at the center of being has also been perceived by Western thinkers.  Freud 

described it as our longing to return to an �Oceanic Self� that we experienced in the womb and in 

very early infancy when we did not distinguish between ourselves and others.  And much like 

Aristophane�s story of the two sided creature split in two and forever longing for its other self, 

Lacan described our longing as primordial, stemming from our make-up as individually sexed 

(male, female) creatures�a situation which reveals to us our need for procreation, thus 

highlighting our mortality.  This longing is the root of our alienation, which is later channeled 

into regulated drives.  The Buddhist understanding of impermanence (lack of presence) and 

constant change (play) is also the situation currently described by post-modernists.  Baudrillard 

                                                                                                                                                             
Heidegger and contemporary art see Tracy McMullen, �The Technology of Ethnography,� unpublished. 

12 Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner�s Mind (New York: John Weatherhill, Inc., 1984), 125. 
13 For the discussion I referred to Dharma Publishing Staff, Ways of Enlightenment (Berkeley:  Dharma 

Publishing, 1993). 
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captures the suffering of this predicament in his nihilistic descriptions of modern life and also 

describes how this mad play tries to create scenarios to hide the fact that �there is nothing there.�  

This mad play Buddhism calls �samsara,� the condition of suffering that does not recognize the 

world as empty and constantly scrambles to fill it and find or create presence. It turns round and 

round until it can be stopped by the realization of Nirvana (literally extinquishing, in Sanskrit). 

The 2nd Noble Truth is the truth of the causes of suffering.  The root cause of suffering is 

ignorance�ignorance of the true nature of reality, which is emptiness.  This is an ignorance that 

wants to keep propping up presence in order to deceive us (ourselves) into believing that things 

are permanent.  We do not want to face the reality of death or to let go of our cherished notion of 

a self that we invest so much energy into �creating.�  Because of our ignorance of emptiness and 

transience we believe in a fixed self and therefore spend the majority of our time protecting this 

self�trying to avoid things we don�t like (aversion) and getting or keeping the things we do 

(attachment).  Aversion and attachment join ignorance as the major root causes of our suffering.  

We become obsessed with our world, not realizing that it is all a dream that does not last.  

Therefore we spend our days in frenzies of aversion or attachment��I don�t want to die,� �I 

want peace and happiness,� �I want a hot dog and to be famous.�  Usually we don�t even realize 

that by being lost in these dialogues our actual life�the here and now�is never experienced.  

The grips of attachment and aversion cause us suffering by their painful feeling and by the fact 

that they keep us from experiencing the here and now, actual existence.  Freud and Lacan didn�t 

notice the overriding ignorance of reality as emptiness, being ignorant of it themselves.  But they 

did see attachment (desire) and aversion (aggression) and labeled them the drives.   For Lacan 

the drives were initiated at the moment the binary signifier joined the unary signifier to form the 

first signifying unit.  Interestingly, at the moment the person enters into the symbolic world of 
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language he (and for Lacan it is he who most unproblematically enters the symbolic world)14 is 

cut off from the Real and his primordial longings for unity are channeled into drives which can 

then be culturally regulated�we learn what to desire and what to hate. Thus, even our drives are 

not related to anything �Real.�  The self now resides completely in the realm of the Other, an 

absolute linguistic construction with only the unary signifier in the unconscious bearing any trace 

of its initial connection to the Real.  This Lacanian description is a fairly accurate portrayal of 

Buddhism�s causes of suffering.  Buddhism recognizes all of our desires and aversions as 

constructions of the mind (i.e., language), which serve to block us from reality (the Real).  This 

�Monkey Mind,� this thinking, blocks us from understanding reality.  Our desires and aversion 

can also be seen as Baudrillard�s simulations�we act them out in a desperate attempt to feel 

alive, to feel as if there is something there, because we feel there should be.  Again, it is our 

misunderstanding of the nature of reality that causes this suffering.   

The 3rd Nobel Truth is the truth of the cessation of suffering.  Here is where Buddhism 

breaks away from the post-modernists and explains a way out from this endless cycle of 

suffering.   

The Buddha demonstrated that transformed consciousness can transcend samsaric 
patterns.  If the erroneous belief in a self is completely transcended, body and mind dwell 
in samādhi in a non-conditioned state where no entity can be located or identified.  
�This is the way of the Arhat, the victor, the conqueror of emotionality.  The emotional 
afflictions disappear, for the self as possessor or enjoyer is no more.  The Sūtras express 
this as the fires of the passions going out for lack of fuel.  The Arhat transcends the 
causes and conditions of personal identity and identification; all notion of self as agent or 
recipient of experience come to an end.15 

 
Buddhism recognizes that one can escape this constructed identity.  Because the 

constructed identity is an illusion, as even Lacan and other Western thinkers have said, one can 

                                                 
14 For more on Lacan and the construction of male/female identity see Tracy McMullen, �John Cage:  

Writing Woman,� unpublished. 
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simply stop feeding it with emotion and with beliefs in it, and it will atrophy way.  But because 

the Western tradition is built on the great individual thinker/mind�virtually no Western thinker 

(with the exception of the Christian mystics) have wanted to even contemplate abandoning their 

fantastic thinking apparatus�their samsara-producing mind. Many postmodernists can critique 

language, media, and society, but they still do not want to question the individual ego and 

relinquish a belief in the ultimate triumph of thinking.  In this sense, it is clear that even the 

contemporary Western philosophy of Derrida and Barthes still privileges Reason�because they 

continue to privilege language as the center of their inquiries.  The subject is fragmented and in 

flux, but there is not a sense that there is anywhere else to look than at the socially and 

linguistically created self.  Only Heidegger and John Cage, both influenced by Buddhism, turned 

away from this last Western presence�the self.   

The 4th Noble Truth is the truth of the path away from suffering.  This is, of course, the 

path of Buddhism laid out in the Sūtras and all the commentaries and additions by the great 

masters who followed.  The key tenet is to practice being awake moment by moment.  

Meditation helps to pacify and focus the mind, to calm the thoughts that we take for reality.  

When not meditating the Buddhist practices mindfulness in daily life, by putting full 

concentration into every activity in order to reside in the here and now.  With continued practice, 

the ego (the �I want, I don�t want�) begins to die away and one can reside in pure activity, or 

pure being.  But, as Buddhist teachers often say, �the instruction is very simple, the practice is 

difficult.�   

The path can be described as letting go of the primacy of language and thought and 

hence, the subject (self).  To reiterate, the primary similarities between Buddhism and recent 

                                                                                                                                                             
15 Dharma Publishing Staff, Ways of Enlightenment (Berkeley:  Dharma Publishing, 1993), 74.  
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Western philosophy are:  the opposition of signification and the Real, described by both 

Buddhism and Jacques Lacan; and the recognition of absence over presence, described by 

Buddhism and by Heidegger, Derrida, Baudrillard and others.  But generally, Western thinkers 

only go so far as to see that there is no center in language and therefore the subject.   They 

recognize this absence but don�t quite see the absence at the root of reality.  Buddhists would say 

that this is due to absence�s inability to be comprehended through reason or thought.  It can only 

be experienced.  Indeed, seeing it, �understanding� it, takes practice and effort�an effort of 

stopping the mind.  This is why I find Cage and Heidegger so revolutionary.  Cage was primarily 

concerned with process and experience.  Heidegger recognized truth as an experience, a clearing, 

not a solidified presence.   

Finally, there is one more important aspect of Buddhism I would like to discuss.  

Buddhism is replete with admonitions against reification and dogmatism.  The teachings state 

that to become attached to Buddhism is just as dangerous as becoming attached to anything else.  

The �way� is fraught with paradox:  to the extent that one tries to attain enlightenment one will 

move away from it.  One cannot practice Buddhism with any goal in mind or place any special 

ideal on the notion of Buddhism.  Buddhism recognizes that its teachings are like pointing at the 

moon�the teachings are not the moon and shouldn�t be mistaken for the moon.  Nonetheless, 

the pointing is necessary.  Ultimately in Buddhism, there is no goal.  The path, each moment, is 

the goal.  In this way, Buddhism constantly attempts to subvert presence.  Any belief in presence 

only clouds the way.16 

                                                 
16 For an excellent example of the anti-dogmatism of Buddhism see Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner�s 

Mind (New York:  John Weatherhill, Inc., 1984).  A general guide to the vast of teachings of Mahāyāna Buddhism 
can be found in Dharma Publishing Staff, Ways of Enlightenment (Berkeley:  Dharma Publishing, 1993). 
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Section IV 

Recent and Contemporary Western Art and Absence 

 In this long and generalist study I am attempting to clarify for myself the Western 

world�s long route to the wisdom of the East.  While the East grounded its philosophy in 

experience, and ultimately, being, the West chose to think its way to the meaning of being.  It 

took over 2300 years before the West arrived at Saussure and Wittgenstein1 who recognized that 

language (and therefore thought) cannot have any real experience with being.  And indeed, the 

West�s constant aversion to the body (the site of death) and its privileging of the mind has been 

an unhelpful tradition. But even with our total emphasis on the mind we have managed to arrive 

at the realization that language, signification and the individual self are all deeply connected and 

ultimately have no real substance, presence or truth.  For many this is extremely nihilistic.  But it 

is only nihilistic if we continue to believe in an individual self.  

 I feel the impending wisdom of nothingness descending upon the West and I am 

interested to see how it will play out.  So far I see three primary strains in contemporary art:  

those who play in the simulacra, a la Andy Warhol; those who continue to try to define a center, 

usually through extreme and startling measures; and those who are working with the basic notion 

of absence. To conclude my paper I will look at Andy Warhol as the primary example of 

�surfing the simulacra,� and then go on to more recent and contemporary artists who are 

exploring other approaches to the post-modern disintegration of the subject and the West�s 

arrival at Nothingness.   

                                                 
1 Wittgenstein described language games and how language serves to legitimate cultural �truths.� In terms 

of �language philosophers,� however, I believe the linguist  Ferdinand Saussure�s structural analysis has been more 
influential to later philosophers looking at language. 
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 Andy Warhol emerged, with Roy Lichtenstein, Tom Wesselmann and James Rosenquist, 

among others, as a pop artist.  By presenting popular images as art these artists were blurring the 

lines between low and high art, pop culture and the rarefied world of art, which, since 

modernism, was straying further and further away from mainstream culture.  But while 

Lichtenstein�s and others� work could be seen as stopping there, Warhol�s work definitely 

pointed in a new direction.  He masterfully paraded pop culture�s obsession with image, celebrity 

and mass production before hungrily devouring eyes.  He gave the public what it wanted, but his 

hyper-refinement of the postmodern condition pointed out our reality�it is all surface.  His 

subject matter (soup cans, electric chairs, Marilyn Monroe, before and after her suicide, car 

accidents, Jacqueline Kennedy, before and after the assassination of JFK), his style (glitzy 

Hollywood finish) and his mass production all served to neutralize and equalize the images.  

They had no depth.  They in no way attempted to elicit feelings in the viewer.  They revealed 

that the image is no longer a counterfeit but the reality itself:  the photos of the glamorous 

Marilyn Monroe were/are more real to people than any actual person was.  Marilyn Monroe 

was/is the image, not the person.  The image is no longer a representation; rather, it is the person 

herself who must live up to the image.  The person becomes the representation of the image.  In 

this world of surface, all things are equal.  All images are poured out repeatedly�depthless, 

equal, circulating, fascinating.  They are not aesthetic, they are anesthetic.  And these images 

were produced in Baudrillardian fashion, through codes.  The images were ordered into their 

unit�a repeating series�and then mass reproduced.  The individual artwork was not important, 

it was the act, the code behind it, which was important.  In Baudrillard�s world nothing is real, 

but it is the codes that generate the simulacra.  Clearly, Andy Warhol is the perfect expression of 

the Baudrillardian Universe.  

Many artists are following in this path of recognizing the disintegration of the center and 
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the lack of depth, but still seem to be trying evermore desperate attempts to cover over this 

absence.  Marina Abramovich,2 for example, exposes herself to extremes that seem to be an 

apotheosis of the self.  Her work creates the sense of a self who recognizes that nothing is there 

and thus goes to extremes to create something.  The self is center stage in the ritual drama of its 

own sacrifice.  By subjecting herself to the extremes of public fasting and even public torture 

with knives and guns, there is not a sense of letting go of the self, but of desperate search for it in 

the extremities.  There seems to be a sense that at the edges, perhaps, presence will be found.  

Matthew Barney is another artist who I feel is trying to create presence when faced with absence.  

In his Cremaster film cycle and other installations3 Barney creates an aesthetic and a world of his 

own making.  Though the combinations of materials (Vaseline, tapioca, concrete, glass) and the 

metaphors (Gary Gilmore�s execution as a bull-riding scene) may be new and unusual, the work 

really does not break free from the old modernist idea of individual creativity as a place or 

creator of presence.  Although I recognize the extreme subjectivity of deciphering art, I sense 

myself when an artist is creating a world (trying to manufacture presence)�which I actually 

view now as rather quaint and nostalgic�or when she, through various means, serves to 

highlight Nothingness.  It can be a quite subtle distinction and, of course, very judgmental.  

Finally, recent shows4 in New York City centering on DNA will provide a nice segue into 

the next section. The primacy of DNA in our modern landscape is just another example of the 

rule of the code for Baudrillard.  The works in these shows demonstrate both a Baudrillardian 

recognition of the play of surfaces generated by codes and a refutation of their power by playing 

with the codes themselves.  Benjamin Fry�s �Genomic Cartography:  Chromosome 21� is an 

                                                 
2 New York Times (New York) 22 November, 2002.  
3 New York Times (New York) 21 February, 2003.  
4 New York Times (New York) 14 March, 2003. 
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artistic rendering of part of the genetic code for one chromosome.  Using 13 million very tiny, 

unreadable letters, Fry makes thin gray and black lines on a white background.  By creating a 

formal aesthetic work Fry takes the code itself and creates a presence out of it�it becomes not a 

generator, but a presence, a �result,� as it were.  Susan Alexjander�s �Sequencia� is a musical 

work derived from the molecular frequencies of each amino acid in DNA.  Because music uses 

the code of notation it is easy to transfer information from one code onto another and see what 

results.  This can highlight the functionality and perhaps arbitrary nature of codes.  The 

obsession with codes and models is confirmed by both the curators of one show and the reviewer 

of the shows.  Dorothy Nelkin and Suzanne Anker, curators of the show �From Code to 

Commodity:  Genetics and Visual Art,� describe DNA as �a semiotic sign system� which �has 

turned the body into a set of notations.�5  A Baudrillardian description of our being�pure 

simulacra, inside and out.  The reviewer concludes her piece by taking note of the large double 

helix model in the center of one DNA show.  Sarah Boxer writes, �When it comes to DNA, there 

is no substitute for the real thing.  And the real thing here is a model.�6  A more Baudrillardian 

comment could not be found. 

One result of mixing up codes is to break the idea of presence�the idea that a code is 

actually pointing to or describing some permanent reality.  One could then stay in this endless 

play of (non-)signification or one could actually turn toward this non-presence and embrace 

absense as some sort of foundation. Since Duchamp and Cage, some Western artists have been 

grappling with the difficulty of presencing absence in their work.  Daniel Buren presented an 

essentially empty gallery in his On two levels with two colors (1976).  In her work, Information, 

No Theory (1970) Christine Kozlov turned on a tape recorder in the middle of the room to record 

                                                 
5 Ibid. 
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the sounds of the visitors, a complete reversal of the traditional roles of the artwork and the 

observer.   Walter de Maria7 created large outdoor works such as his Mile-Long Drawing 

(1968)�2 parallel chalk lines 10 feet apart in the Mohave Desert.  Such works are so large and 

elegantly simple that they expand awareness and pull down the boundaries that generally push 

our consciousness into recognizing only small, discreet, contained objects as loci for presence.    

Another distinctive strain of contemporary art that has Buddhist influences is the �art as 

environment� approach.  Montien Boonma (1953-2000) was a recent artist deeply influenced by 

Buddhism.  His last works were usually large, enveloping installations that one walks into.  

Often there would be the calming scent of spices, herbs or natural wood.  His Temple of the 

Mind:  Sala for the Mind (1995)8 was a large structure built of stacked and staggered boxes in the 

shape of a Buddhist stupa (large prayer statue) with the front opened up.  The boxes were filled 

with fragrant potpourri.  His House of Hope (1996-97) was a memorial to his wife, who died of 

cancer in 1992.  The piece is a stepped platform of wooden boxes over which hangs a dense, 

curtain-like mass of strings of aromatic wooden beads.  On the gallery walls is a patina of herbal 

powders meant to evoke the candle and incense smoke residue on temple walls.  This work 

fosters a spaciousness, calmness and quietude and yet evokes the reminder of the impermanence 

of human life. These works are an elegant refutation to Baudrillard�s concept of simulacra.  

Unlike Warhol, who basically paraded the simulacra, unlike Abramovich and Barney who 

desperately try to create presence, Monitien Boonma electrifies his spaces with the fullness of 

absence.  Relying on fragrance and perhaps the subtle sounds of clicking wooden beads (in other 

                                                                                                                                                             
6 Ibid. 
7 For more on Buren, Kozlov and de Maria see Tony Godfrey, Conceptual Art  (London:  Phaidon, 1998). 
8 Both Temple of the Mind:  Sala for the Mind and House of Hope reviewed in New York Times (New 

York) Feb 21 February, 2003. 
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words, non-visual effects), Boonma creates an atmosphere more than a reified work to view.  

Where Barney�s work may accost with outrageousness by playing in the field of language (its 

presumptions and prejudices), Bonnma�s work is more like Cage�s 4�33� which makes the place 

and the moment the work.  Or like Duchamp�s readymades which broke down aesthetic 

preoccupations and opened up everything to be seen as art.  In this sense, these works meet the 

Heideggerean definition:  �that which sets truth to work.�  Truth is not some thing, it is this 

moment, which can be presented, grasped or highlighted especially through art.  

Mariko Mori is another artist who creates environments.  Her Wave U.F.O.  (1999-2002)9 

will be exhibited this summer in New York City.  It is an enclosed environment that 3 people can 

enter into at one time.  Inside are 3 beds made of TechnoGel, each with a headset that gathers 

brain data.  As viewers recline in their beds, their brain data is fed into a computer, which then 

projects visual images created by Mori onto a screen on the ceiling.  The forms change color in 

response to the brain waves of the visitors.  In one sense this could be seen as taking the codes of 

one form (brainwaves) and transferring them to another (visual images), but for me the 

meditative atmosphere is what separates this work from other �code-based� works.  Although I 

am skeptical that the use of projected images is an effective tool in �presencing absence� (their 

seduction tends to take us out of our bodies and into a manufactured world that resides in the 

realm of language),10 I find the work intriguing as an example of art creating space for individual 

quietude.  The composer Pauline Oliveros is another example of an artist extremely influenced 

by Buddhism. Her work strives to �expand consciousness by exploring the depths of what 

                                                 
9 New York Times (New York) 7 March, 2003. 
10 I recognize my privileging of sound over the visual image is controversial.  The contention is that we are 

more trained to drop into narrative thinking or to be seduced by the image into a mental or fantasy space than we are 
with sound, which unfolds in time and cannot as easily be reified.  I believe sound has more power to wake us up to 
the present moment precisely because it has not been endlessly glamorized, codified and symbolized. 
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already exists within and around us.�11  She does this by pieces that are as much conceptual as 

they are compositional.  She uses repetition and sustain to create spaces of tranquility or gives 

prose instructions that call on the participant to create the work, as in her Sonic Meditations 

(1971-74). 

Another artist who works with the empty gallery concept effectively and beautifully is 

David Hammons.  His Concerto in Black and Blue shown at the Ace Gallery in New York12 last 

November is a darkened room where visitors enter with little blue flashlights handed to them at 

the entrance.  Viewers are invited to explore the room with only these lights.  What is mostly 

seen is a room transformed by a dance of blue fireflies, thanks to one�s anonymous neighbors.  In 

her review of the work Roberta Smith describes Hammons as  

coolly extending Duchamp�s notion that the viewer completes the work of art.  Concerto  
in Black and Blue is a thing of gossamer, fleeting beauty that is created, within his  
guideline, by those who see it and that exists only while it is being seen.13  

 
This last element, that the work is constantly being recreated in the moment and cannot be 

preserved and replayed from a code, model, ideal or score, is what sets it in the Cage-

Nothingness camp and distinguishes it from the ever duplicable Warhol and the still modernist 

artists who believe that presence can be found in their individual work or statement.  

To close this section on recent and contemporary artists I would like to refer to a New 

York Times review by Sarah Boxer from March of this year.14  In it she contrasts the video 

works of Bill Viola and Bill Wegman.  Bill Viola�s �Silent Mountain,� �The Quintet of the 

Astonished,� and �Observance� (all completed since 2000) are �serious, mythic, narrative, 

                                                 
11 Elliot Scwartz and Daniel Godfrey, Music Since 1945:  Issues, Materials, and Literature (New York:  

Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1993), 215.   
12 New York Times (New York) 22 November, 2002. 
13 Ibid. 
14 New York Times (New York) 27 February, 2003.   
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controlled, earnest, big and slow.�  In contrast, Bill Wegman�s �Stomach Song,� �Treat Bottle,� 

and �Heads and Tails� (all completed in the 70�s) are �funny, mundane, offhand, repetitive, 

ironic, small and fast.�  In it she shows how Viola takes himself (his self) seriously and presents 

work that tries to affect our emotions.  In other words, he is earnestly trying to communicate�

attempting to �mean,� to believe that �yes, indeed, there is something there and I�ll show it to 

you now.�  Sarah Boxer writes 

Why doesn�t it work?  It�s not for want of trying.  Mr. Viola did everything he could to 
collapse the gap between viewer and emotion.  �I wanted to go out and touch the real 
thing with my camera,� [says] Mr. Viola.  �To do this, [he] taped actors performing 
emotions.  Then, for the finished video he played back the tape in slow motion to squeeze 
every bit of meaning out of their gestures.15 
Wegman on the other hand does not try so hard to inject himself or meaning into his 

work. In �Heads or Tails� which, like the others, lasts only a minute or so, Wegman tosses a coin 

and when it comes up heads he turns his dog, Man Ray, to face front.  If it comes up tails the dog 

is turned tail out.  In �Stomach Song,� Wegman�s bare torso fills the screen and first shouts, 

�Hey, you!  Yeah, you!� (sucking in his stomach for the first words, pushing out for the second) 

and then proceeds to sing a song of �ooohs� and �Mmmmms.�  Boxer makes the following 

conclusion:  �You might think that the emotive dramas of Mr. Viola�s videos would be more 

compelling than Mr. Wegman�s repetitive, deadpan performances.  Not so.  �When it comes to 

video, short is better than long, fast is better than slow and irony is better than authenticity.�16  I 

would also say that art critics and possibly the public itself is ready for art to stop creating 

images and scenarios for us�that happens for us everyday in movies and Gulf War coverage; 

they are the simulacra that we live in everyday.  Some Western artists, like some Western 

philosophers, are realizing that modernism is dead�the tired subject has nothing valid to say 

                                                 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid.   
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anymore; but we don�t just have to collapse into the nihilistic acceptance of the superficiality of 

our existence.  We can embrace the decline of the subject and swim in the joy of emptiness, 

allowing the possibility of our participating fully in the present moment.  
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CONCLUSION 

Traditional Buddhist art has always been a practice for the mind.  By calming the mind 

and removing from it the desire for accomplishment, success or fame and the fear of failure, the 

practitioner can master a particular art.  Thus technique, though important, is secondary to 

achieving the correct clarity of mind   By practicing brush strokes over and over again, striving 

for a mind free from attachment, eventually a pure stroke will be achieved.  In many ways Cage 

practiced these techniques in his work.  He refrained from judgment, making his principle 

concern awareness; he attempted to remove himself from an association with the work; and he 

was a diligent and disciplined worker.  But although Cage�s joyfulness seemed to emanate from 

a man who had let go of many of the burdens the self imposes, his techniques as an artist were 

not aimed at refining the mind.  His techniques seemed developed in order to free the work, if 

anything, not the mind.  Perhaps the equanimity he maintained in the face of generally negative 

responses to his works demonstrated his lack of attachment, but his approach to art was far from 

the traditional Buddhist approach.  His approach was the earliest significant example of how the 

Western art world would idiosyncratically put into practice the ideas of the East.  But earlier in 

the century Richard Huelsenbeck, a Dadaist, had written of Duchamp,  

Dadaism was not a new form of art like Cubism.  Its real origin was a doubt in the 
interpretive function of art.  We tried to bring in life as much as possible�Schwitters 
with his little bits of life raw, life assembling itself in the picture.  Then we went even 
further and denounced abstraction in art as just another form of interpretation, a search 
for some deeper meaning.  Duchamp went even further with his readymades, things for 
which he gave no interpretation at all.  One stop beyond would have meant giving up art 
altogether.1   

   

                                                 
1 Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors:  Five Masters of the Avant-garde.  (New York:  Viking 

Penguin Inc., 1975), 42. 
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And of course, this is what Duchamp (famously) did in 1923 after not-finishing one of his most 

significant �formal works,� Large Glass, which he declared finished in its not-finished state.  

After Duchamp succeeded in making a non-reified, non-ideal work (by leaving it incomplete) he 

then went on to perhaps his last work�not producing art.2  So is the next step in Western Art 

History not producing art?  Would it be to simply live?  I don�t think so.  I believe more art will 

be made, idiosyncratically, and with an acknowledgement of the emptiness inherent in all things, 

including ourselves.  It will be made in full awareness of its impermanence.  It will play and 

dance and welcome and jolt, but it will not believe in itself.  It will not be an icon to believe in or 

an answer to our questions.  It will be blue lights dancing in the dark, dogs with heads and tails, 

footsteps-on-wet-cement symphonies.  And I think it will be a beautiful thing.  

                                                 
2 There is also another artist�a woman, a conceptualist, in NewYork at the time of Warhol�who also 

made her work �not participating in the scene.�  I read about her once somewhere in a book and have not been able 
to remember her name or the book�s.  This artist has perhaps made the most complete statement of absence (to me at 
least) so far!  
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Sample of author�s works: 

Which Note is Nothing, 2003 

Sound Sūtras, 2002 

Attaining Enlightenment, 2001- 
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Which Note is Nothing 
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Play a series of notes where you try to find which note is nothing. 
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Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra  

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 

Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra Sound Sūtra 
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1. 
��Be alive�, the land says. �Listen�this 

is your time, your world, your pleasure.�� 

          *       *       * 

Listen to every voice not speaking to you today.   

Don�t make sense of the words.  This composition  

lasts all day.  

 

2. 

�We don�t know when life will fade away.  We 

should remember this.� 

     *       *       *   

Enjoy the click of heels on the tile hallways and  

the scuffling of feet on the damp, leafy sidewalks.   

This composition will go on all day.  Tune in 

when you remember. 

 

3. 

�If you see the world very deeply, then you can 

hear the sound of the world.� 

     *       *       * 

Take one long in-breath and one long out-breath. 

The sounds you hear in this time comprise the 

composition.  Repeat.  
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4. 

�The sound of the world is something you are 

always looking for.� 

    *       *       * 

Listen to the next English sentence you hear as if  

it were a foreign language you did not understand. 

Repeat.  

 

5. 

�I like the silent church before the service begins 

better than any preaching.� 

     *       *       * 

The quietest time of your day today is the composition. 

Listen for it and then stay and listen awhile. 

 

6. 

�Truth has no special time of its own.  Its hour is 

now�always.� 

    *       *       * 

The lowest sound you can hear right now will 

draw you into the composition.  Find it and 

listen. 
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7. 

If you seek it, obviously you don�t see. 

         *       *       * 

Can you hear every single sound that is  

occurring right now?  The composition 

lasts as long as you do. 
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Attaining Enlightenment 

Tuning In and Out of the Composition that is Life 

A Conceptual Art Piece 

Start time: 8:00 PM May 17, 2001 

(excerpt) 
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May 17, 2001 
 
8:00-10:37 PM 
Read at the library.  Attempted to hear all sounds.  Attempted to see all sights. Sounds worked 
better. 
Walked home.  Let go of self.  Saw friend�s light on.  Went to talk. Gossiped and tried to make 
self look good. 
 
10:41-10:53 PM 
Indulged in Free Cell habit.  
 
10:53-12:23 AM 
Got ready for bed. Read The Pink Glass Swan, Lucy R. Lippard. 
 
 
May 18, 2001 
 
10:00AM-1:01PM 
Woke late. Meditated. Bringing external sounds into body and mind works well.  Instead of self 
I�m just sounds. Practiced mindfulness-getting dressed, cleaning, organizing.  Not working well.  
Self-conscious about piece. Will continue.  
 
2:16 PM  Still organizing.  Am overwhelmed by chaos.  Will have to work a long time.  Feel 
need to explain.  Trying to be mindful�mind racing. Will continue. 
 
4:02 PM  
A 20-year-old Palestinian carpenter has killed himself and 5 Israelis today in a suicide bombing.  
Israel bombs Palestinian controlled areas in return where at least nine are killed.  Renew effort to 
become a grown-up.  
 
Remember again how best sounds are in the Post Office on Pearl�echo-y footsteps and children 
talking.  I love the Post Office.  Did errands.  Heard news on radio.   
 
--11:37 PM  Ate. Indulged in Oprah VERY BRIEFLY.  Don�t like Oprah.  I�m hiding from 
being alive.  Short rest.  Talked to Erin. Got ready for gig. Gig.  Wasn�t particularly mindful, 
somewhat on the drive over.  The path to enlightenment is nothing more than staying in the 
present moment, continually.  Chop wood, carry water, play the saxophone.  Will read and go to 
sleep. 
 
May 19, 2001 
 
5:51 PM  
(Read Joseph Kosuth�s �Art After Philosophy.�) Woke at 7:30 AM.  Read Scearce�s Manifesto.  
His studies of philosophy apparently ended at Aristotle.  Showered, etc.  Left for Dallas 
meditation at 9:20.  Meditated from 10:30-noon.  Had moments of being there.  Mind always 
wants to conceptualize.  It�s easier to let sounds be themselves, than sights.  Sights are always 
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conceptualized. Drove home.  Home at 1:15.  Left at 1:20 back towards Dallas to Korean store 
with Wakako.  Learned best Wasabi, etc. Home at 3:45.  Short nap.  Cooked and ate.  Matthew 
called at 5:30.  Feel rather blasé at present.   
 
To clarify:  This is a documentation of my Conceptual Art piece--living continually in the 
present until I attain Enlightenment, at which point the piece will be completed.  It looks as 
though the piece will be continued in another lifetime or two.  Discovered Meredith Monk�s 
Dolmen Music (on drive) and Barney Childs� Of Place, as Altered (last night). 
 
8:00 PM  Am not at all being mindful.  Read �Art After Philosophy.�  Disagree with it 
fundamentally.  Took walk.  Saved baby Mockingbird (temporarily) from death on road by 
chasing it off.  It was innocently practicing its flight on that great runway.  
 
11:47 PM Finished Kosuth.  Read Godfrey.  Watched some SNL.  
 
May 20, 2001 
 
1:27 PM Didn�t fall asleep until 2 AM.  Woke at 9:36.  Read Godfrey. Talked to Robert.  
Continued to clean and organize.  Listened to Car Talk. Last night:  Finally started feeling 
present.  Washed face, saw pink in fingertips, water. Now�can hear fingers tapping on 
keyboard, hum of computer, birds singing. Perceive body moving in space. 
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